For more than 18 years, Linux Magazine has specialized in smart, insightful articles on open source tools and real-world Linux. We’ve charted the history of Linux from an obscure hacker’s system to a mainstream OS that is friendly enough for beginners and stable enough for the corporate desktop. Now all that knowledge is available in a single, searchable DVD archive. The Complete Linux Magazine Archive includes all the technical heavy lifting you’ve come to expect from us. Look for all the issues you may have missed on the newsstand. Through the years, we have covered a vast number of the most critical open source tools. With Linux Magazine, you won’t just learn to install an Apache web server; you’ll learn advanced techniques for securing your web presence, as well as performance tuning tips for a faster and more efficient web service. The latest edition includes 2,000 pages of recent material that isn’t available on previous versions of the Linux Magazine archive DVD, exploring popular topics such as containers, cloud computing, systemd and Raspberry Pi.

If you love Linux, you’ll love this DVD.
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